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Generation of maximally entangled states via dispersive interactions
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We propose a simple method to generate in practice the most general two-mode states with maximum
entanglement. The method is based on energy-conserving dispersive interactions that can be easily imple-
mented in different context such as quantum optical fields, quantum motion of trapped ions, or in Bose-
Einstein condensates.
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Entanglement is one of the most striking features of qu
tum physics. In particular it serves to demonstrate fundam
tal quantum properties which are far beyond the concep
framework defined by classical physics. Leaving aside
theoretical importance we can point out promising practi
applications in diverse areas such as quantum compu
teleportation, lithography, and precision measurements
example.

In this report, we are interested in states with maxim
entanglement, the so-called maximally entangled states@1,2#.
We show that arbitrary two-mode states having this prope
can be easily generated by using purely dispersive inte
tions ~i.e., energy-conserving interactions!. In comparison
with other more specific proposals@2#, this scheme can pro
duce a larger class of states and is valid in very differ
contexts.

Throughout we will deal with a system made of two i
dependent degrees of freedom represented by bosonic o
tors a1 , a2 ~complex amplitude or annihilation operator!
obeying the standard commutation relations@a1 ,a1

†#
5@a2 ,a2

†#51, @a1 ,a2#5@a1 ,a2
†#50. This can be describing

very different physical situations such as tw
electromagnetic-field modes~either traveling fields or stand
ing waves!, the two-dimensional vibrational motion of
trapped ion, or two Bose-Einstein condensates. For defin
ness we focus on cavity fields although this method can
translated to all the practical situations just mentioned.

The most standard examples of maximally entang
states are the two-mode states@1,2#

uhn&5
1

A2
~ un&1u0&21eif0u0&1un&2), ~1!

where un&1,2 denote number states in the correspond
modes,f0 is a constant phase, and we assume thatnÞ0.
These states are maximally entangled in the sense that i
find any particle in one of the modes (a1 or a2 with the same
probability! all the rest of the particles must be found in t
same mode.

The goal is to produce the state
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uC̃&5
1

A2
~ uc&1u0&21eif0u0&1uc&2), ~2!

where uc& is an arbitrary state,u0& is the vacuum, and we
assume that̂0uc&50. This is the most general two-mod
state with maximum entanglement since it is an arbitr
superposition of the states~1!. It must be pointed out that this
is not the most general two-mode entangled state bec
one of the modes is always in the vacuum. In this context
can mention that the entanglement with the vacuum may
a controversial issue concerning the nonlocal properties
single particles@3#. However, our report does not focus o
this particular consequence of quantum entanglement, so
free from such interpretational questions.

The proposed generation of the state~2! relies on the dis-
persive interaction between two cavity field modes of t
same frequency and an effective two-level atom described
the two internal orthogonal statesue& and ug&. This interac-
tion couplesue& to a third levelue8&. If the detuning between
the frequency of the cavity fields and the atomic frequenc
large enough the transition probability is negligible. Th
nonresonant interaction produces a mutual phase shift w
out any energy exchange between the atom and the field
we assume that the strength of the atom-field coupling is
same for both modes the nonresonant interaction is descr
by the effective Hamiltonian

H int}b1
†b1ue&^eu, ~3!

where b1 is one of the two following complex amplitud
operators:

b15
1

A2
~a11a2!, b25

1

A2
~a12a2!, ~4!

that verify the bosonic commutation relations@b1 ,b1
†#

5@b2 ,b2
†#51, @b1 ,b2#5@b1 ,b2

†#50. This dispersive cou-
pling can be easily implemented in practice in many differe
situations@4–10#.

In order to generate the states~2! we consider that the
whole atom-field system is initially in the state

uC&5uc&1u0&2uw&, ~5!

where the atomic stateuw& is
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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uw&5
1

A2
~ ug&1ue&). ~6!

After the interaction governed by the Hamiltonian~3! the
joint atom-field state becomesuC8&5TuC& where

T5ei tb1
†b1ue&^eu, ~7!

andt is a parameter depending on the interaction time. T
interaction time can be suitably adjusted so thatt5p and

Tun&1u0&2ue&5~21!nu0&1un&2ue&,

Tun&1u0&2ug&5un&1u0&2ug&, ~8!

and then

uC8&5e2 ipa2
†a2

1

A2
~ uc&1u0&2ug&1u0&1uc&2ue&). ~9!

After this atom-field entanglement we apply a phase-shifp
to the modea2 to obtain the state

uC9&5eipa2
†a2uC8&5

1

A2
~ uc&1u0&2ug&1u0&1uc&2ue&).

~10!

The target state~2! can be finally produced by quantum sta
reduction associated to a measurement performed on
atomic variables and described by projection on the vect

uw6&5
1

A2
~ ug&6ue&). ~11!

From a practical perspective, this measurement can be
formed by detecting the probability of the occupation ofue&,
ug& ~by using field-ionization detectors for instance! after
applying a resonant laser pulse transforminguw6& into ue&,
ug& (p/2 pulse!. The state of the cavity fielduC̃6& after the
measurement gives the desired state

uC̃6&5A2^w6uC9&5
1

A2
~ uc&1u0&26u0&1uc&2). ~12!

Up to now we have been following a passive picture
the relation between modesa and b. It is also possible to
adopt an active point of view in which we deal always w
the same pair of modes, saya1 , a2. In such a case, the mod
relation ~4! corresponds to an input-output transformati
actually performed on the system. Such action is represe
by the unitary operator

R5ep/4(a1
†a22a2

†a1), ~13!

such that

R†a1R5
1

A2
~a11a2!,
03410
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R†a2R5
1

A2
~a22a1!. ~14!

In this picture the target state~2! is prepared performing the
above atomic measurement after applying consecutively
transformations

uC9&5eipa2
†a2R†eipa1

†a1ue&^euRuC&. ~15!

This mode couplingR can be easily implemented for trave
ing waves by using beam splitters or phase plates. In the
of standing waves in the same cavity,R can be achieved by
means of phase plates controlled via electro-optical effect
via dispersive interactions with atoms crossing the cav
For field modes in different cavitiesR may be performed via
cavity couplings such as the one proposed in Ref.@5#. Con-
cerning the vibrational motion of trapped ions the interact
Hamiltonian~3! and the transformation~13! can be realized
as proposed in Refs.@8,10# and @11#, respectively. Concern
ing Bose-Einstein condensates it seems that the impleme
tion of this proposal is not as feasible as for cavity fields a
trapped ions. While the transformationR can be realized as
proposed in Ref.@12# for example, the implementation of th
interaction Hamiltonian~3! may be more difficult. As a ten-
tative and idealized scheme to reach this goal we may c
sider the interaction of the condensates with a quantum fi
mode of complex amplitude operatora @13#. For large detun-
ing the interaction becomes purely dispersive so that Eq.~3!
is replaced byH int}b1

†b1a†a. In such a case the photon num
ber statesu0&, u1& of the field modea would play the role of
ug& and ue&, respectively.

We illustrate the method discussed above for cavity fie
considering the particular case in whichuc& is a coherent
stateuc&5ua&. The application of the transformationR to the
initial field stateua&1u0&2 leads to

Rua&1u0&25ub&1u2b&2 , ~16!

where u6b& are coherent states andb5a/A2. In the next
step a two-level atom is prepared in the initial state~6!. The
atom crosses the cavity interacting only with the field mo
a1 during a suitable interaction time so that after leaving
cavity the joint atom-field state becomes

uC8&5eipa1
†a1ue&^euRua&1u0&2uw&5

1

A2
~ ub&1u2b&2ug&

1u2b&1u2b&2ue&). ~17!

After projection on the atomic states~11! the reduced field
state is

uC68 &5N6~ ub&1u2b&26u2b&1u2b&2), ~18!

whereN6 are normalization constants that can be appro
mated asN6.1/A2 if uau@1. The final form for the desired
state is achieved after performing the transformationR† and
applying ap phase shift in modea2
2-2
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uC̃6&5eipa2
†a2R†uC68 &5N6~ ua&1u0&26u0&1ua&2).

~19!

We can note that the states of the form~2! satisfy the

eigenvalue equationa1a2uC̃&50 so they are closely relate
to the so-called pair coherent states@14#. Moreover, the states
~18! are examples of the so-called entangled coherent s
@15#. As a matter of fact, the state~18! factorizes as the
product of a Schro¨dinger cat state in modea1 and a coheren
state in modea2. This is an example of a very general rel
tion between Schro¨dinger cats and maximally entangle
states@16# that implies that most methods proposed for ge
erating Schro¨dinger cats can serve to generate maxima
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entangled states. In this sense, schemes devised to gen
Schrödinger cat states and entangled coherent states base
dispersive interactions can be found in Refs.@6–8#. In par-
ticular, an all-optical dispersive generation of entangled
herent states very similar to the one discussed above
been presented in Ref.@9#. Nevertheless, we stress that th
method presented here goes beyond cat states and coh
states and serves to generate arbitrary two-mode states
maximum entanglement.

Summarizing, in this report we have proposed a sim
method to generate in practice arbitrary two-mode sta
with maximum entanglement which is valid and eas
implementable in many different physical contexts.
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